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A knowledge space was defined as a family of subsets of questions closed under union. This 
concept provides a formal background for the design of knowledge assessment algorithms. We 
investigate here various numerical parameters measuring in some sense the intricacy of such a 
structure. Two sources are considered for these parameters: axiomatic onvexity and the theory 
of ordered sets. 
1. Introdlrction 
A difficult problem for the classroom teacher is that of assessing efficiently a 
student’s tate of knowledge with respect to a body of information. Comprohcnsive 
examinations are often given, involving multiple choice questions. This method 
is time consuming, inaccurate, and moreover the feedback given to the student 
(typically, the number of correct responses) lacks precision. A computer-driven 
system based on a sound theory of the organization of knowledge might remedy this 
situation. As a first step toward developing such a system, the concept of a 
knowledge structure was proposed and analyzed by Doignon and Falmagne [6] (see 
also Degreef, Doignon, Ducamp and Falmagne [4] s Falmagne and Doignon [9, lo]). 
In this paper, we consider a number of possible mbeddings of a knowledge struc- 
ture in a “geometrical” space. The term “parametrization” inthe title of this paper 
refers to the number of dimensions of the embedding space, which may provide an 
indication of the intricacy of the knowledge structure. The dimensions themselves 
are candidates for measuring aspects of cognitive skills. We begin by recalling the 
basic features of our approach. 
Let X be a set containing all the elementary questions in a body of knowledgs:. 
We also represent by some subset K of X the knowledge state of a given individual, 
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that is, the collection of all the questions that this individual is able to solve. The 
set of all knowledge states is then a particular family K of subsets of X. The pair 
(X, K) is called a knowledge structure. In this case, we also say that K is a kno 
structure on X. 
Not all subsets of X are feasible knowledge states. The 
by the cognitive organization of the material. 
organization is in terms of a bin 
means that the mastery of x can 
ly K is constrained 
(Here, and later in this paper, statem 
‘ax is an antecedent ofy’” do not net y mean that x and y are logically related.) 
This relation is called a surjlnise ~e~~~~o~ on X. It is assumed to be reflexive and 
transitive; that is, ip is a quasi-order. follow Roberts 1181 for order termino- 
logy.) The correspondence b tween the surmise relation and the states is as follows. 
For every XEX, we define 
A stats is any subset K of X satisfying 
for all XE K: R(x) E K. 
(Note that when R is a partial order, the states of R are called, in another context, 
ideals, or beginning sets.) Thus, to any relation R on X is associated a family I(R) 
of subsets of X. It is easily checked that l(R) is closed under union and intersection 
(which in particular implies tha; 0 and X belong to I(R)). In fact: 
Theorem 1.1 (Birkhoff, 1937). For any set X, the formula 
xRy iff (x E K implies y E K, for all KE K) 
defines a one-to-one correspondence b tween the set of aI quasi-orders R on X and 
the set of all families K of subsets of X which are closed under intersection and 
union. 
(See Monjardet [15]; Doignon and Falmagne [9].) 
A serious objectio;l to this model is that any question XEX has a unique set of 
prerequisites (or antecedents), namely R(x). This is too strong. (For instance, 
solving a linear system may be achieved by computing determinants, manipulating 
equations, or inverting amatrix. From observing that a student is capable of solving 
a linear system, one cannot infer which of these techniques belongs to the mathe- 
matical equipment of the student.) To meet &his objection, the concept of a surmise 
relation will be generalized. As pointed out in our earlier paper [6], this generali- 
zation is related to the concept of an AND/OR graph in artificial intelligence (see 
e.g. Nilsson [16]). 
We introduce the concept of a surmise system, that is, a pair (XI Q), in which X 
is a set, and 0 is a mapping that associates to each x in X a nonempty family a(x) 
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of subsets of X called the clauses for x. When these conditions are satisfied, we also 
say, by extension, that tr is a surmise system on X. Notice that a binary reIation R 
ar a quasi-order R) on X defines a s l stem (X, cr), where, for ah 
contains the single clause R(x) = ( by abuse of language, we 
then call (X,0) a relation (or a quasi-order). a surmise system (X,a) is 
any subset of X such that K contains at least one clause for each of its questions; 
in formula, 
for all x6 K: there exists CE o(x) with CE X. 
Thus, we associate to (X, o) a knowledge structure, which we denote by (X*&r)). 
It is easily verified that (X,&o)) is closed under union. This condition is central in 
our work. A knowledge structure K on X containing X, and clos under union, is 
called a knowledge space. When (X, G) is a quasi- (respectively partial) order, the 
derived knowledge space (X, I(a)) is said to be quasi-ordim/ (respectiveIy, ordinal). 
In general, the same knowledge space may be induced, through the function I, by 
distinct surmise systems. The following three conditions on surmise systems wil1 
render this correspondence one-to-one. 
A surmise system (X, Q) is said to be space-like when the following three axioms 
are satisfied: for all 4 y E X, 
(R) each clause for x contains x, i.e., 
Cw(x) * xec; 
(T) each clause for x is a state, i.e., 
cka(x) 85 YEC =$ C's C for some C’E o(y); 
(I) any two clauses for x are pairwise incomparable, i.e., 
C,C’Eb(X) & CCC’ * C=C’. 
Extending Birkhoff’s Theorem in the case of a finite set X, Doignon and Fal- 
magne [6] construct a one-to-one correspondence b tween knowledge spaces (X,K) 
and space-like surmise systems (X, a). Specifically: 
Theorem 1.2. Let 2 U- Iy J., i r La 0 fide set. For any surmise system cr on X, let I(a) = K be 
the knowledge structure defined by 
KEK iff forallxEK, CcKforsome CEO(X). 
Conversely, for any knowledge structure K on X, let S(K) = (i be the surmise system 
defined by 
o(x)={KEKIxEC & (C’CC with C’EK=+XGC’)}. 
Let I* be the restriction of 1 to the set of al/ space-like s ise systems; let s * be 
the restriction of s to the set of all knowledge spaces. en I* is u one-to-one 
mzpping of d onto N with inverse s*. 
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(A stronger esult was in fact obtained by Doignon and Falmagne [6] in terms of 
a Oalois correspondence inducing I and s.) Theorem 1.2 will be crucial for the 
definition of some parameters of a knowledge space, since it allows us to consider 
a space-like surmise system, or equivalently a knowledge space, as a natural 
generalization of a quasi-order. This will enable us to extend the scope of some 
parameters traditionally associated with partial or quasi- orders. Together with the 
number of questions and the number of all knowledge states, such parameters may 
be useful for the analysis of assessment algorithms. Moreov;r, some of these para- 
meters capture a concept of dimensionality based on multidimensional represen- 
tations of the structure; this will be explained for the bidimension later in this paper 
(see after our Proposition 4.4). 
Another source of parameters will be axiomatic convexity (see e.g. Kay and 
Womble [l l]), which focuses on families of subsets closed under intersection. Obvi- 
ously, for any knowledge space (X, K), the family of complements R = {X-K IKE K} 
has this property. The concepts discussed in the following section will result from 
a straightforward translation from one class of structures onto its dual, that is from 
intersection-stable families onto knowledge spaces. 
In the sequel, we shall often assume that the ground set X is finite, Any definition 
or statement based on this assumption will be marked by the “t” (dagger) symbol. 
2. Helly number and related parameters 
Suppose that we have a population of individuals whose combined expertise 
covers the whole of X. It may happen that some part of this population has the same 
property. Is it the case that a certain fixed number of those experts will always 
suffice to cover all of X? What is the smallest value of this number? This leads us to 
introduce aparameter for (X, K), which will appear as the dual of a classical number 
in axiomatic onvexity. 
Definition 2.1. The co-Helly number of a knowledge structure (X, K) is the smallest 
cardinal number n such that for any family of states having the whole set X as its 
union, some subfamily of at most n states also has X as its union. The generalized 
co-HeUy number is defined similarly, by allowing any subset in place of X. For a 
given (X,K), we shall denote these numbers by hel(~) and S(K), respectively. 
Notice that the breadth of a lattice has the same definition as ghe(rc), with the 
lattice operator eplacing the union (see e.g. Birkhoff 121). 
It is easy to check that IX 12 gke(rc) d&c). The dual definitions are as follows 
(for the Helly number, see e.g. Kay and Womble [l 13). 
2.2. The Helly number of a knowledge structure is the smallest cardinal 
number n such that for any family of states having 0 a1;s its intersection, some sub- 
family of at most n states also has 0 as its intersection. The generalized Helly 
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number is defined similarly, by allowing any subset in place of 41. For a given (X, K), 
we shall denote these numbers by hel(@ and ghe(rc), respectively. 
Examplet 2.3. For the knowledge structure (X,K) derived from the quasi-order 
(X, Q), one can prove that hel(~) is the number of equivalence classes formed by 
maximal elements, while hel(@ is the number of equivalence classes formed by 
minimal elements. (We refer here to the equivalence r lation induced by the sym- 
metric part of the quasi-order Q ; when Q is a partial order, each equivalence class 
contains one element.) A characterization f ghe(K) (and also of S(K), in view of 
the following straightforward proposition) are given at the end of the paper. 
Proposition 2.4. If R is the family of complements of a knowledge structure K, we 
have 
hel(~)= hel(@, S(K)= ghe(@. 
When K is quasi-ordinal and derived from the quasi-order (X,Q), then R is also 
quasi-ordina! and derived from (X, Q- ‘1. 
For further general properties of the Helly number, we refer the reader to 
standard sources on axiomatic onvexity (see e.g. Kay and Womble [1 I], Sierksma, 
WI)* 
We mention a few straightforward facts: 
Propasition 2.5. Let (X, K) be a knowledge structure, and let ~~ be the smallest 
union-stable family including K. Then 
hel(K)=hel(Kl), ghe(ic) = ghe(rcr). 
Similarly, the smallest intersection-stable family 
hel(K-) = &P&), ghe(ic) = ghe&). 
u2 including K satisfies / 
3. The Dilworth and the separating numbers 
The co-Helly number measures some aspect of the intricacy of the knowledge struc- 
ture. Many other parameters can play a similar role. For instance, considering the 
family of states as a set ordered by inclusion leads to classical invariants from 
ordered sets theory. The reader is referred to Doignon, Ducamp and Falmagne [7] 
for background and relevant references. 
Our next concern is to generalize to knowledge spaces parameters previously used 
for quasi-ordinal spaces. 
efinition 3.1. Let (I?, Q) be a quasi-order. The (Dushnik-Miller) dimension of Q, 
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denoted by dim(Q), is the smallest cardinal number of weak orders (on E) having 
as their intersection. The Dilworth nutfiber of Q, denoted by dil(Q), is the smallest 
cardinal number of weak ortiers (on subsets of E) having Q as their union. 
We recall a celebrated theorem of Dilworth. 
Propositiont 3.2. For any quasi-order (E, Q), the Dilworth number dir(Q) is equal 
to the width of Q, that is, it is equal to the cardinal number of the largest subset 
of E all the elements of lrlrrL e a=/rh are pairwise incomparable. 
A chain of states can be interpreted, inour context, as a potential learning history 
of a hypothetical student. (If the chain is maximal and includes X, all the successive 
steps are present, starting from ignorance to the complete mastery of the actual 
body of information.) Hence the Dilworth number of the family of states ordered 
by inclusion can be regarded as the minimum number of learning histories covering 
all possible knowledge states. When the structure is quasi-ordinal, we can of course 
relate this number to the underlying quasi-order. The following proposition 
generalizes a result of Bonnet and Pouzet [3]. 
Proposition 3.3. If the knowledge structure (X, K) is derived from the quasi-order 
(X, Q), then the weak orders extending Q are in a one-to-one correspondence with 
the chains in (K, s ) which are stable for both the intersection and the union. 
Moreover, any such chain is maximal with this property iff the corresponding weak 
order has the same equivalence classes as Q. 
A proof is easily obtained, either 
mentioned in the introduction. 
directly, or using the theorem of Birkhoff 
Corollary 3.4. The Dilworth number of (rc, c ) is equal to the least cardinal number 
of a family of weak orders extending Qsuch that each state in K is a state of at least 
one of those weak orders. 
Proof. Suppose that a family {ei} of chains cover K. We replace each ei by the 
smallest union- and intersection-stable family containing it, which is again a chain, 
and apply the proposition: we get weak orders satisfying the condition in the 
corollary. This proves one of the two inequalities. The other one is immediate. Ei 
When X is finite, the condition in the corollary requires that the following holds 
for each K in K: there is some weak order IV in the family, and some question x
in X such &hat 
K= W(x)= (YE 
result is taken from Pouzet 1171; see also 
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Proposition 3.5. When (X, EC) is derived from the quasi-order (X, Q), the Dushnik- 
Miller dimension of (h; E ) is equal to the Dilworth number of Q. 
This proposition readily suggests a definition of the Dilworth number of a 
knowledge structure or a surmise system. 
Definition 3.6. The Dilworth number of a knowledge structure (X, K) is the dimen- 
sion of the ordered family (K, G ) of its states. The Dilworth number of a surmise 
system (X, a) is the Dilworth number of the knowledge structure (X, I(a)). We shall 
use the notations dil(K) and dil(a), respectively, for these concepts. 
Notice that the Dilworth number of K is not the Dilworth number of the ordered 
set (K, E ). 
Definition 3.7, If @ is a family of subsets of X, and x, YE X, we say that x is 
@-separated from y if some FE ?B satisfies both XE F and y&F. 
Proposition 3.8. Let (X, Q) be a quasi-order, and let K be the family of its states. 
The Dushnik-Miller dimension of (X,Q) is equal to the ieast number of chains 
(@i) in K such that for all x, y E X, if x is K-separated from y, then x is also 
@-separated from y, where @ = U i @i. 
This follows easily from the fact that the dimension of Q is the least number of 
weak order extensions Wi of Q such that for all x, YE X, if x&, then XFViy for 
some index i. 
Definition 3.9. The separating number of a knowledge structure (X,K) is the 
smallest cardinal number of chains {@i} in K such that for all x, YE X, if x is 
K-separated from y then x is @-separated from y, where Q> =U i @i. The separating 
number of K wih ! be denoted by se&~,. 1 The separating number of a surmise system 
(X, a), which we abbreviate by sep(a), is the separating number of I(o). 
The separating number of a surmise system generalizes thus the Dushnik-Miller 
dimension of a quasi-order. Since Definition 3.1 of this latter dimension does not 
refer to the states of the quasi-order, it is desirable to have a characterization f the 
separating number of a space-like surmise system which does not rely on !(a). 
Clearly, a space-like surmise system has separating number 1 iff it is a weak order 
(in particular, there is exactly one clause for each question). 
The separating number of a space-like surmise 
WGZ& orders (AC9 Wi) satisfying, for every x in 
(i) for all indexes i, there is a coarse E o(x) such that 
(ii) n a(x) = n i Wi(X), 
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Wi(X)={yEXIyWiX}. 
Proof. First assume that {@i) is a family of chains as in the definition of sep(l(o)) 
(see Definition 3.9) To each @i associate the weak order Wi such that 
T!le- .P zc._&tion (i) is true (by the finiteness assumption, Wi!x) belongs to the chain 
@is thus to I(a), and includes a clause for x); condition (ii) results from (i) for one 
inclusion, and from the requirement on {Gi} in Definition 3.9 for the other in- 
clusion. 
Conversely, let Wi be weak orders satisfying conditions (i) and (ii). Then the 
states of Wi form a chain Qri of subsets which, due to condition (i)s is included in 
I(a). It is easily checked that the collection {@i} satisfies the other condition of 
Definition 3.9. 0 
Examplet 3.11. Assume that a(x)= {X-yly~X-x}, with IXl~52. Then 
&j={CI, X}U{X-zlzeX}. 
By Definition 3.9, sep(l(a)) is equal to 1x1. On the other hand, (I a(x) = {x}, while 
each Wi(X) must be equal either to X, or to X-y for some y. 
This example shows that the condition (i) cannot be dropped in Proposition 3.10. 
It can also be used to check the two following facts: sep(a) is in general not equal 
to sep(R), with R the binary relation defined by R(x) = n o(x), nor to sep(rc), with 
K the smaliest intersection-stable family including /(a). 
4. Bidimension of the membership relation 
Another approach to parametrizing a knowledge structure arises from con- 
sidering the relation “question x belongs to state K” as a binary re!ation R ~XX K. 
Thus, 
xRK iff XEK. 
In the sequel, we shall refer to R as the membership relation of (X, K). We shall see 
that the bidimension f R, which we defined below, is related to the dimension of 
(K, G ). For background about this concept, the reader is referred to Doignon, 
Ducamp and Falmagne [7]. Some remarks on the relevance of the bidimension in 
our context can be found after Proposition 4.4. 
elation R d; A x D is said to be a biorder Cfrom A to D) 
=(AxD)-R. 
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The empirical interest of biorders arises from the fact that they can be represented 
by Guttman scales, a concept used in the social sciences, the sense of which is made 
clear by the following proposition (see e.g. Ducamp and Falmagne [8] or Doiglron, 
Ducamp and Faimagne [7], which also contains an infinite version of this result). 
We use II? to denote the set of real numbers. 
Propositiont 4.2. A relation R E A x D is a biorder iff there exist two mappings 
f:A+lRandg:D+Wsuch thatforallaeA anddED: 
aRd iff f(a) =g(d). 
Moreover, the function g can always be chosen so as to satisfy 
g(d)=max(f(a)laEA and aRd). 
It is easily verified that any relation from A to D can be represented asa union 
(respectively, intersection) of biorders from A to D. This remark leads to the fol- 
lowing definition (cf. [7]). 
Definition 4.3. The intersection bidimension (respectively union bidimension) of 
a relation R c A x D is the smallest cardinal number n of biorders from A to 
D of which R is the intersection (respectively the union); we use the formula 
n -bdim(R) = n (respectively, U -bdim(R) = n), to denote this concept. 
These definitions can be restated in the terms of Proposition 4,2. In particular: 
Propositiont 4.4. The bidimension of the membership relation of a knowledge 
structure (X, K) is the least natural number n such that there exist n mappings 
cf;:: X4?, i= 1,2, . . . . n, satisfying 
xfd iff &(x)rmax{&)lyEK}, i= li,2, . . ..n 
for al! XE X and KE K. 
Each of the mappings J can be thought of as an ordinal measure of question 
difficulty along one underlying factor. For instance, when R formalizes the data of 
a test in elementary school mathematics, the factors might be: computing ability, 
language comprehension, geometric intuition, . . . . If a student is represented by 
state K, then max{ fi(y)l y E K} indicates the level reached with respect o factor i. 
The model is clearly conjunctive: the student will master a question iff his ability 
exceeds the question difficulty along each of the underlying factors. 
Proposition 4.5. Let u’ be the smallest intersection-stable family including a 
knowledge structure K on X, and denote by ’ the membership relations of 
(X, K), (X, K') respectively. Then 
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(7 -bdim(R) = n -bdim(R’). 
roof. Since R = R’n (X x K), we have necessarily 
n -bdim(R) 5 n -bdim(R’). 
Suppose that b = n-bdim(R) and consider b biorders Wi such that R = f7 iBi. For 
every index i, define Bi E X x K' by 
xB~‘K’ iff (K’cK * XBiK, for all KEK). 
First notice that B; is a biorder; otherwise we would have x1, x2 E X and Ki, Ki E K' 
such that 
~1 B[Ki, x2 Bi’K;, x1 B,‘K$, x2&K;. 
This implies the existence of K,, K2 E K such that 
Ki C_ K1, K; E K2, XlBiK2, - X2BiKIm 
Since x1 Bi Kl , X2 Bi K2, we see that Bi cannot be a biorder, and we obtain a contra- 
diction. The biorders B,f are extensions of R’, because xR’K’ implies xRK for all 
KE K with K’c K, and thus XBi K for all those K. Finally, R’ is the intersection of 
the biorders B,f, since xl?‘K’ implies xl?K for some KE K with K’c K. Thus, there 
exists an index i with XBiK; hence x&K’. 0 
Remark 4.6. (1) If K' were the smallest union-stable family including K, the result 
would not hold for the intersection bidimension, but rather for the union bi- 
dimension. For example, take K to be the family of all one-element sets plus 0 and 
X; then n-bdim(R) = 2, while the set of all subsets leads to an intersection bidimen- 
sion equal to 1x1, as can be derived from Corollary 5.4 together with a result of 
Komm [12]. 
(2) Considering the family K of all complements of one-element sets in a set X, 
plus 0 and X, one checks that the Dushnik-Miller dimension of (K, E ) differs from 
the Dushnik-Miller dimension of (K', E ), with K' defined as in Proposition 4.5, the 
smallest intersection-stable family including K. 
5. Relationship between the parameters 
Propositiont 51. For my knowledge structure (X, K) with membership relation R, 
we have 
n-bdim(R) 2: ghe(K). 
By Proposit ion 
. . ..b. letfi: X 
and 2.5, we may assume that Y is intersection-stable. 
be mappings representing R as in Proposition 4.4, with 
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b = n -bdim(R). Let Kr, &, . . . , X; be states having intersection K. We select for 
each index i one of these states at which max{f;:@)ly &“} is minimum, say Kji. It 
is sufficient o prove 
iii1 flK,fl l ‘* nK,=Kj, fTKj2i3 “* f?Ki,. 
The inclusion from left to right is trivial. To establish the other case, take 
AW~maX{fitY)lY E Kji19 
for i= 1,2, . . . . b. By the definition of the index ji, this implies that for each 
me(1,2,...,r), 
Remark 5.2. This result does not hold for infinite structures. As a counterexample, 
take X = II? and let K be the family of all half-lines (- 00, x) and ( - 00, x], plus the 
empty set and !R itself. The intersection bidimension of the membership relation 
from II? to ic is equal to 1, while the generalized Helly number is infinite. Notice that 
PC is stable for both the intersection and the union. 
Proposition 5.3. The membership relation R of (X, M) satisfies 
n -bdim(R) or dim&, G ). 
Moreover, equality holds if, for each x E X” there exists exactly one minimal state 
of K containing x. 
Proof. The intersection bidimension of a relation is known to be equal to that of 
the Dushnik-Miller dimension of a certain quasi-order QM (see e.g. [7, pp. 8Q-811). 
For any relation 4 between two disjoint sets X and Y, the corresponding relation 
QIM is obtained as follows. First, associate to any XE X and y E Y the subsets of X 
defined by: 
StYI= (W~Xlxeu)~ 
S(x) = {we Xlfor all y’E Y: xgy” * Weu’}. 
Then we define QIM on XU Y by setting for p, qc XU Y: 
Lf we apply this construction to the membership relation 
xl,xZEX and AK,, &EK: 
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Xl QMX2 iff (x2 EK * x1 EK, for all KF K), 
x1 QMKz iff x1 E &, 
KIQMxz iff Kr c n {KEKIx~EK}, 
Kr QMK2 iff K1 G Kz. 
Hence, (K, c ) appears as the restriction of (XW IC, Q& to K, and the inequality in 
the thesis follows. When there is a unique minimal state A, containing each XEX, 
Q,,,, can be described as follows: 
It is now apparent hat each x in X is equivalent o A, with respect o the 
equivalence of QM. Hence, the Dushnik-Miller dimension is not affected when we 
restrict he quasi-order to the set K. Cl 
Corollary 5.4. If K is intersection-stable, then 
n -bdim(R) = dim@, E ) = dil(K). 
This result also holds if K contains all the one-element sets, these numbers being 
equal to 1x1. 
E&rr8rk 5.5. The structure formed by all the complements of the one-element set 
provides an example in which the equality in Proposition 5.3 is not satisfied. 
The two examples below show that no inequality between ghe(ic) and dim&, E ) 
is valid in general. 
Examples 5.6. (1) For the family K of all the complements of the one-element sets, 
we have ghe(rc) =1x1, while dim&, E ) = 2, 
(2) Take K as the family of all the subsets containing at most two elements. It is 
clear that ghe(rc) s 3. A result of Spencer [20! shows, however, that dim& G ) tends 
to infinity with n = 1x1. 
In the particular case of a finite quasi-order, much stronger esults can be ob- 
tained on the relation between the various parameters introduced in this section. 
t 5.7. Assume that (X, K) is a quasi-ordinal space, with membership 
relation R. Then 
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Moreover, if Q is the quasi-order on X from which K is derived, then 
n -bdim(R) = dil(Q). 
The equalities dim(rc, E ) = ghe(rc) =dil(Q) are related to results of Dilwsrth [5]. 
(See especially the proof of [5, Theorem 1.21, or [ 14, pp. III 18-191.) This was 
pointed out to us by Monjardet. 
Proof. The first equality was obtained in Corollary 5.4. Proposition 3.5 established 
the equality between dil(K, G ) and dim(Q). On the basis of Proposition 5.1, it 
remains to show that ghe(rc) 2 dil(Q). By Dilworth’s Theorem (our Proposition 3.2)9 
there are d = dil(Q) elements of X which are pairwise incomparable with respect to 
Q, SW ~19x2 ) rn..&. Consider the subfamily of states @= {C$= 1,2, . . ..d}. with 
No Xi belongs to PI @, while at least one of them belongs to the intersection of any 
proper subfamily of @. This implies that ghe(rc)rdil(Q). 0 
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